
Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 5-10mins
Set-up: 20x20 yard grid 1 ball per player
Instructions: 
• All players with ball each. Designated number of 

players act as mud monsters (without balls)  and 
try to tag all players. Once a player is tagged she 
stands with legs shoulder width apart and ball 
held above head. To become active again another 
player must dribble up and kick the ball between 
her legs. 

Progression: Mud monsters must carry (in their 
hands) one ball between them.  To tag someone they 
must have the ball in their hands. i.e/ they throw the 
ball to each other so they can tag the players

Use of turns to get away from Mud Monsters; 
Inside/outside Hook, drag back
Keep head up, be aware of Mud monsters. 
Turn into Space

Duration: 15mins
Set-up: 30x20 yard grid with 2 full size goals and 2 
central cones 10 yards apart. 6 players A supply of 
balls. Repeat to accommodate
Instructions: 
• Place 2 players on  each cone and  1 in each 

goal 
• 1st defender starts with the ball and plays it to 

attacker before pressuring to defend (pass and 
follow)

• Attacker Receives and tries to score on either 
goal

• If defender wins the ball, they can score on any 
goal

• Defender joins back of the attacking line and 
vice versa

• After 3 mins switch GK”s.

ABC of shooting
Can you execute good technique under pressure?
Find the biggest spot in the goal and put the ball 
there!
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Age: Grades 1 and 2
Topic: Shooting 
Sub Topic: Finishing under Pressure
Coach:
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Age Group: Grades 1 and 2
Topic:  Shooting
Sub Topic: Finishing Under Pressure
Coach:

Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 15mins
Set-up:  15-20x10 Yard Grids with 8 yards Goals at 

each end. Repeat set up for all players in group
Instructions: 
• Players compete  in a 1v1 battle for possession of 

the ball. Goalkeeper can help  support player in 
possession but cannot score.  After 2/3 minutes 
rotate Goalkeepers and outfield players.

Progression – 
(1) Goalkeepers can now score  too

Shoot early and often
-Encourage attacker   to take advantage in 1v1 
situations close to goal
-Changes of speed and direction to  beat the 
defender
- ABC’s of Shooting.
- Use of Dribbling Moves

Duration: 20mins
Set-up: 25x30 yard field with 2 full size goals. 2 
teams. 1 ball
Instructions: 
- Play regular rules on a smaller field to encourage 
plenty of shooting

 -Emphasize all coaching points from the session


